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What is a visualizer? 

A visualizer (or document camera) is a special video camera designed to display 
documents and 3-D objects onto a plasma screen, television, projector or monitor. 
You can connect the document camera to a projector and display onto an interactive 
whiteboard. 

It is called a 'document camera' as you can place documents such as A4 printed 
handouts, papers, magazines or maps underneath them, so that they are displayed 
on screen. Overhead projectors do a similar job, but you have to print or photocopy 
onto acetate (clear plastic) sheets first. Document cameras can also display small 
objects such as insects, flowers, leaves, coins and watches, which overhead 
projectors cannot do. You can even position a 
document camera arm to pick up images of a music 
teacher playing piano notes, so that students can 
view on a larger projection screen. More information 
about document cameras below. 

Top-end visualizer offer solutions for medical X-
Rays and telepathology. 

Benefits of using a visualizer are: 

• Magnify and enlarge 3D objects 
• Review written work onto a large screen 
• View and compare 
• Close up inspections 
• Recording of Demonstrations and experiment 

 

Visualizer, the advantages 

A Visualizer is the most flexible presentation tool of 
our times. It can pick-up any kind of material (books, photos, 3-dimensional objects 
etc.) quickly and easily and provides a high resolution output signal for video/data 
projectors, monitors, interactive whiteboards or videoconferencing systems. 
  
Compared to rather "stiff" PowerPoint presentations, Visualizer presentations are 
much more flexible and dynamic, because anything can be displayed at any time, 
with no fixed order and without the need for lengthy preparation in advance. 



 

 
   
Typical applications for Visualizers are: Training, Education, Meetings, Conferences, 
Product Presentations, Court Rooms (displaying evidence), various Medical 
Applications (telemedicine, tele pathology, x-rays etc.), Video Conferencing / Tele 
Presence (using the Visualizer as a document camera) and many more... 
  
A Visualizer enables a presenter to translate ideas into convincing interactive 
presentations, spontaneously and naturally, and to engage and communicate with an 
audience in a manner that is more effective than any other presentation method, 
ensuring that each and every  presentation is a memorable experience for the 
audience. 
  
  

 

  
  

Improving Your Presentation 
A number of studies have shown that presentations made with a Visualizer 
dramatically increase learning success, as information which is presented visually is 
much easier to remember, and is retained for far longer than information presented 
using the spoken word alone. 
  
Furthermore, objects presented live with a Visualizer capture the attention far more 
readily than the simple display of scanned objects (eg. via PowerPoint), because of 
the 'live' factor. The fact that the audience sees the presenter's hands, annotations, 
zooming action, twisting around of objects and other movement in the picture, 
personalizes the delivery, and everybody present feels like they are an integrated 
part of the presentation. Imagine the difference between just looking at a photograph, 
or being able to watch a movie. 
  

 



 

Desktop Visualizers                                  
 

Advantages: 
 

• Flexibility (easy to move around) 
• Recordings outside of working 

surface possible (for room 
views, persons and larger 
objects.  

• Connectors like USB or Extern-
IN are more easily accessible 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ceiling Visualizers 

Advantages:  

• Nothing disturbs view between 
audience and speaker 

• Larger objects can be picked up 
on working  

• No unit on the table surface 




